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Concepts

Coexistence-Shared spaces

The big road axis: people walking and by bike play their part in urban mobility, 
key roles in accessibility to activity areas.

“Green modes” Intermodality: walking, biking, collective transport

Pedestrian Center: priority for “green modes”

Opportunity in urban projects

Mobility and healthy urban life

Awareness campaign, communication

Environmental Area (Buchanan): without traffic transit, where daily activities are 
the priority. Environmental capacity based conception in streets and spaces vs the 
capacity of cars.

Eccentric



Pedestrian and cyclist itinerary network.

Public Transport priority and Intermodality Centers “served” by non-motorized axes

Car use restrictions in urban center and in neighborhood centers.

New spaces with environmental quality which foster healthy lifestyles.

Free-car areas, “green infrastructures” for people walking and by bike.

Motorized mobility reduction, proximity urban planning, diversity of activities linked 
to neighbourhood centers and axes

Measures for optimizing “green modes” use

Sustainable Mobility Strategies



The infraestructure for non-motorized, should facilitate a healthy city use 
during trips, in meeting spaces, in nature areas with:

EFICACY

CONTINUITY

KINDNESS

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY

Trip time

Connectivity without barriers, safety 
spaces
Habitable spaces and positive 
environments
Communication, walking, free time, 
sport,...



fery distric Villa de Vallecas, 80.000 inhabitans in 2000. Now more than 135.000 with
Ensanche de Vallecas (26.000 apartments).



STREET AND PUBLIC SPACES PLANNING 
VILLA DE VALLECAS



Vallecas-Sierra de  Guadalupe Station-
Intermodal transportation hub: regional trains, 

Metro, buses.

1999



VILLA DE VALLECAS STATION

Federico García Lorca 
Boulevard during its 
construction. The pedestrian 
space and the wooded 
promenade, defended by the 
district and the trade 
association, was a matter of 
conjecture in the initial 
project conceived as an open 
air space. Finally, the 
Community of Madrid 
changed the project so the 
boulevard remained and the 
following works were done in 
a coordinated way.

1999



CONGOSTO STREET

Main road axis in the 
expansion district built in 
the last decades. Open-air 
construction of Metro Line 

The road replacement back 
brought enlargement of 
the sidewalks and the 
treatment of all 
intersections with traffic 
calming mesures, 
improvement of squares  
and the areas that used to 
be taken by cars, with lack 
of urbanization.1999



Sierra de Guadalupe Intermodal 
transportation hub: the district entrance, 
beginning of the pedestrian priority axis, with new 
low level walkaways it remained a temporary 
intersection to be developed in the future with a 
roundabout to moderate the “side street” traffic.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT SPACES

2001

1999



2009



The new roundabout breaks the 
linearity and makes easier 
calming down the traffic at the 
district entrance. 2009



SIERRA DE GUADALUPE INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION HUB

1999

In 2009 a new bus terminal, makes easier the intermodality with Metro and 
suburban railway for Polytechnic University in Vallecas and Infanta Leonor 
Hospital lines. Also, it will made possible the new lines extension when the 
activities planned are implemented.



An ordered street, with 
access to center, with a 
sole lane for cars and 
“refuge” for public 
transport in their stops. 
The new wooded sidewalks 
guarantee the pedestrian 
axis continuity and 
conditioning.

Sierra de Guadalupe

FROM SIDE STREETS TO URBAN ROADS

1999

2001



Station Square, Villa de 
Vallecas: wide pedestrian 
spaces nearby the metro, bus 
and suburban railway stations.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT SPACES



A sole line for general traffic 
circulation regulate the motorized 
vehicles access to neighborhood center. 
The traffic distribution line in the center 
with different sector access loops

A pedestrian platform links Station Square and Juan de Malasaña Square.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT PRIORITY



An elevated platform 
guarantees the accessibility to 
buses. .                   

Bus and taxi has priority in  the Historic 
Center. Only one lane to distributed the 
traffic where live more than 40.000 
inhabitans

The intermodal change in a 
friendly space

PUBLIC TRANSPORT SPACES



The Station Square, before was an 
unfriendly space for pedestrian taken by 
cars, which complicated the access to 
commercial spaces nearby.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT SPACES

Station Square at 
Congosto transformed 
in a meeting 
neighborhood center. 
The traffic crosses the 
pedestrian continuous 
platform sparingly and 
respecting the 
environmental.

1999

2001



MEETING PLACES

Congosto Square, a new 
neighborhood center whit 
accessibility for all. 



MEETING PLACES The boulevard: Equipment, 
services an leisure spaces in the 
center of the district, linked to a 
pedestrian network from 
residential areas.



MEETING PLACES

Juan de Malasaña 
Square, a car free and 
multifunctional space. A 
protected environment 
by the “Plan Especial del 
Casco”.

Traffic used to cross the church 
surroundings

2003

1999



PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY AREA IN HISTORIC CENTER

The entrance to center 
“Zona 30” through ramps 
for vehicles and pedestrian 
continuity.

Activity spaces taken 
to cars, pedestrian 
frienly streets and 
squares.



PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY SPACES

Juan de Malasaña Square, 
in the church surroundings. 
Plaint class are given at 
open-air. New activities are 
possible whitout traffic

Terraces have appear in 
pedestrian streets at 
historical center. These street 
became pedestrian due the 
restoration of an historical 
building for Cultural Center..



PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY AXIS

The boulevard: coexistence 
of local and freight traffic in 
a “calm” environmental

The pavement sidewalk conception is 
uniform in the whole district, in all 
shared spaces and recognizable by 
pedestrians and drivers. Reddish 
color is also used for pedestrian 
roads inter-blocks and in parks paved 
roads.



PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY ROUTES

Shopping and walk in the 
neighborhood is reinforced due of 
the pedestrian continuity in all 
meeting streets.

Vehicles go up and down over 
ramps when they go through 
pedestrian spaces, reducing 
crossing speed in a “natural” way. 



PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY ROUTES

A local neighborhood axis, Monte Montjuich, in its link section 
with the historic area. 2009



PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY ROUTES

The new Monte Montjuich axis, that goes through the district 
equipment center, facilitating proximity policies



ACTIVITY ACCESS

Sierra Vieja: Commercial street in a 
“Pedestrian priority area”.

The Boulevard, at Christmas shops get united and put a “red carpet” for clients

Weekly street market also has a pedestrian 
route in its connexion to the center.



ACCESS TO THE EQUIPMENTS
GOING TO SCHOOL



ACCESS TO EQUIPMENTS – NEIGHBOURHOOD AXIS

Pedestrian platforms, in shared 
spaces with traffic restrictions 
(20 km/h) in traffic distribution 
roads.

Pedestrian safe roads in the 
neighborhood from connected to 
Metro station of Congosto.



The coexistance system allows pedestrian continuity in streets that 
used to be unfriendly for people.

NEIGHBORHOOD PEDESTRIAN NETWORK



FROM SIDE STREETS TO URBAN ROADS

The old “Villaverde-Vallecas”, a road for 
traffic, asphalt and insufficient conditions 
for pedestrians.

San Jaime Square: Today traffic roads at 30 Km./h surrounding 
historical center.

Pedestrians has large sidewalks and 
continuity, traffic road access to the 
center through the “Zona 30” doors.

1999



Measures for traffic regulation:

• Limitation to 12 Tm.

• Pedestrian platforms.

• Small roundabouts

• Zone 30

CALMADO DEL TRÁFICO

The new road axis that channel 
traffic flow between center and 
“Santa Eugenia” decreases the 
environmental impact caused by 
traffic next to suburban railway 
tracks.

Traffic that used to traversed the 
center, now uses this road.

IBJ14



Dia 33

IBJ14 No sé que es el calmado del tráfico
Irene Blazquez Jimenez; 8.2.2017



Centro de Mayores del Paseo 
Federico Garcia Lorca, el bulevar, 
construido en el espacio de la 
antigua Junta de Distrito, con 
plaza asociada para el encuentro 
en la calle.

Proximity urban planning, activities in the neighbourhood centers 



Proximity urban planning, activities in the neighbourhood centers 



Polideportivo del Centro Historico, 
localizado en un parque equipado 
conectado con el bulevar por un paseo 
renovado ganando espacio al automovil. 
El pavimento de la plaza continua con 
accesiblidad completa dentro del 
edificio.

Proximity urban planning, activities in the neighbourhood centers 



Centro de equipamientos del distrito

Localización accesible en modos verdes desde los tres barrios del Casco Histórico y 
SantaEugenia

Centro de equipamientos del distrito

Un Eje Peatonal de Barrio 
interconecta el centro de 
equipámientos con la red 
peatonal del distrito.

Proximity urban planning, activities in the neighbourhood centers 



Un eje peatonal estructura el espacio “colectivo”,  facilita la movilidad desde los barrios sirviendo  
de “espacio exterior” asociado a los equipamientos y a los edificios residenciales de su entorno.

Eje de actividades de la UVA

Un eje peatonal estructura el espacio “colectivo”,  facilita la movilidad desde los barrios sirviendo  
de “espacio exterior” asociado a los equipamientos y a los edificios residenciales de su entorno.





Eje de actividades de Santa Eugenia

Un eje peatonal interconecta todos los espacios de equipamientos y actividades con las 
supermanzanas siguiendo esquemas de “new town” con sendas peatonales separadas de las calles 
de tráfico.

Proximity urban planning, activities in the neighbourhood centers 



Entrance to “Zona 30” streets

Road reduction with a 
wooden median strip. 
All crosses between 
pedestrian and traffic 
roads have pedestrian 
platforms at sidewalk 
level.

ACCESSIBLE 
SANTA EUGENIA 

BARRIO 30



ACCESIBLE SANTA EUGENIA BARRIO 30

A small roundabout in an 
industrial-residential street access.

The bus overcomes the platforms 
that give continuity to pedestrian 
spaces with adapted ramps to “low 
platform” buses.



Bicycles network facilitate internal mobility and with other neighborhoods. 
In historic center, bikes and car coexist in a “calm” road

ACCESIBLE SANTA EUGENIA BARRIO 30

Pedestrians has “continuous” 
accessibility to the Station from 
streets and neighborhood spaces.



ACCESIBLE SANTA EUGENIA BARRIO 30

A pedestrian axis organizes the 
neighborhood under traffic level, 
making easier the access to 
equipment, commercial and 
leisure areas.

Blind persons are able to 
move safely and with autonomy 
towards activity areas helped 
by continuous pedestrian space 
and with tactile paving.



ACCESIBLE 
SANTA 

EUGENIA 
BARRIO 30

School trip can be done 
without slopes and 
having priority face to road 
traffic.



The biggest slopes has 
Access without barriers, in a 
continuous way and in 
coexistance with “ZONA 30” 
traffic.

ACCESIBLE SANTA EUGENIA BARRIO 30



Public transport stops are 
connected to no-barriers 
roads by the pedestrian 
neighborhood network.

ACCESIBLE SANTA EUGENIA BARRIO 30



The new pavement is anti-
slip and gives color and 
pedestrian remodeling 
design continuity through 
all the neighborhood.

ACCESIBLE SANTA 
EUGENIA BARRIO 30



The market square, a 
space without barriers and 
a new meeting space.

ACCESIBLE SANTA 
EUGENIA BARRIO 30



ACCESIBLE SANTA EUGENIA BARRIO 30

Santa Eugenia pedestrian axis, a new 
continuos accesible road, that links diferent 
activity spaces.



The are being replaced by 
buildings access roads, 
usable for firefighters 
vehicles and they are 
pleasant and 
comfortable for pedestrian

Functional 
barriers for 
pedestrian, 
firefighters and 
emergency vehicles.

ACCESIBLE SANTA 
EUGENIA BARRIO 30



Traffic road axis transformed into activity axis with continuous pedestrian spaces 
and traffic calming mesures.

The priority pedestrian roads schema interconnect activity sectors and equipments 
with public transport spaces. Intremodality is strengthened reduction car 
accessibility.

The new partial plans (1000 homes) contributes to car reduction strategy. New free 
spaces, a park and activities center accessible on foot from the 3 district 
neighborhoods (15-20 min), where equipment center (schools, music school, 
cultural center, civic center, Madrid regional library, exhibition site-street market) is 
placed,

Motorized mobility reduction linked to a proximity urbanism, a district that fits with 
people.

A mobility plan and a integrated public space integrated in an urban 
strategy, the new desarrollos make possible its implementation.

A Planning and action process



The first pedestrianization and “traffic calming mesures” in Historic Center are 
being completed through de School Areas Ordinances with “Zona 30” areas and 
new streets that coexist in expansion districts.

The opportunity for constructing the Metro line, is a key issue in the structure of the 
district pedestrian axis. Participation in process with social and economic agents, 
contributes to works development and Madrid Regional Council finally funds those 
works for the pedestrian axis restructuration and the 3 station squares.

In 2009, as part of the national “Plan E”, several interventions have been carried 
out in order to improve the terminus reconditioning and the “Historic center-
equipment center-Luis Martin Santos library” axis.

The project “Villa de Vallecas barrio amable peatonal” has been selected as a 
“good practice” for EU COST action.

A big environmental area project organized by “Federico Gª Lorca 
boulevard” pedestrian axis and “Casco-UVA-Santa Eugenia” axis

Villa de Vallecas: un barrio amable para el peatón



First projects that have been developed by Urbanism Area, serve to improve 
infrastructures (transformation center and cover up aerial wiring), creating new free 
spaces and giving emergency services accessibility to edification and inter-block 
spaces sectors. Accesses and ramps also are conceived as a accessible network 
that contributes to proximity mobility to activities, collective transport, buses and 
suburban railway station.

Streets restructuration enlarge sidewalks, raise up pedestrian crossing to 
pedestrian level, giving continuity and accessibility to roads that connect with 
commercial and activity axis that take place in a lower level. Also, it develops a 
local bicycle network linked to school and sports equipment sector, so with forest 
park “Cerro Almodovar”, as well as with the green corridor that interconnect the 3 
neighborhoods.

A project for “traffic calming” with one-time measures that serve to give 
continuity and accessibility to buildings and spaces.

Santa Eugenia: “30 accessible neighborhood” 



ENSANCHE DE VALLECAS, expansion district:
a new development, “no-neighborhood”, unfriendly for living



The new develppement EL ENSANCHE occupy 6 times more land than Villa de Vallecas.
The distances from housing to Metro is 2 Km. It isn’t pedestrian friendly.



Vallecas expansion district avenue: people could find “lost” by 
the fast traffic, long distances to go over, the lack of activities 

and insuperable barriers. It is car’s territory.



Local roads also oversized and lack of street activities, following 
“bedroom neighborhoods” style like decades ago. Closed blocks that 
imprison activities in their own plots, denying the street its place as 
activity and meeting space.



Planeamiento de Infraestructuras para la Seguridad y Calidad Urbana para los 
Peatones. COST ACTION C6. European Commission.

An oversized main road stimulate speed. A “barrier” of big sports equipment 
segregates the expansion district from the consolidated historic neighborhood

Vallecas expansion district

Ensanche de Vallecas Avenue, one of the alternatives axis to planning the 
“Eccentric pilote project” that connected the three neighborhood and the 
new sector of Hospital and the Santa Eugenia Station 



Spaces with no life in Car City.Gavia Avenue boulevard, the other 
alternative axis to developped the “Eccentric pilote project”



Metro stations at least attract people, specially in the neighborhood 
entrances and exits. The sole internal mobility is towards the big mall 
and the limited equipment, and most of the times is done by car.



Free spaces not really attractive, meeting points! Near “La Gavia” 
metro station. Maybe for open-air drinking session or an improvised 
swimming pool when rains copiously?

Maybe in the future this space will be integrated in the 
friendly pedestrian spaces developped with the “Eccentric 
pilote project?



A positive action: The bioclimatic boulevard, Naturaleza Avenue  
(Ecobulevard), an environmental-quality space, a good practice 
that could be replicated to the new extension districts in their first 
years of colonization. (www.ecosistemaurbano.com)



From historic Vallecas boulevard to “Ecoboulevard”

A pedestrian friendly district is possible!



MADRID: Mobility and Public Space

CAPITAL OF SPAIN
Area: 607 km²

Largest city of Spain

3rd European urban area after London and Paris 

Inhabitants: 3,2 millions

Madrid Region: 7 millions

5,335 inh/km²   

CARLOS CORRAL                                                                                                                 TURKU FEBRUARY, 16th 2017



2000_2015 TRANSPORT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

CARLOS CORRAL                                                                                                                 TURKU  FEBRUARY, 16th 2017

_New rules and plans were approved but
not applied
_ Madrid did not comply with what was 
stipulated in  the European agreement  

MADRID’S AIR QUALITY PLAN 2011 – 2015         



FROM JUNE 2015 ONWARD NEW MOBILITY 
CULTURE

CARLOS CORRAL                                                                                                                 TURKU  FEBRUARY, 14th 2017

Communication and participation is basic to:
_Understand that public space belongs to everyone

_it is possible to live in other types of city

_We are involved in a process of creating a new Culture of Mobility

LOS DOMINGOS DEL PRADO –Walking Madrid
_Save Paseo del Prado to the citizens on Sunday mornings. This  public space in the  

city centre, initially configured as a living room, recreation and promenade, makes 

these functions available to Madrid residents.

_One of the new measures to balance the use of public space, reducing the 

presence of private vehicles and promoting their enjoyment by citizens.



FROM JUNE 2015 ONWARD POLLUTION PROTOCOL

CARLOS CORRAL                                                                                                                 TURKU FEBRUARY, 16th 2017

NOVEMBER 2015: FIRST APPLICATION
_Measures work with the parking restrictions inside the M30 
_Health becomes a key strategy in mobility and citizen space policies



La salud de la ciudadanía como elemento clave de las políticas urbanas

The oportunity, the mesures to reduce the pollution was positives. The 
people of Madrid don’t park in the center town. 



Gran Vía firs steps towards “Green modes” axis in the Historic Centre 



Reduction traffic: 42% Gran Vía,  50% in Historic Centre. 
Reduccion polution, (Nox):more tan 50%



Tactic and participative urbanisme

A central city with majority of  
30 Km/h. that can serve for
promoting biking complemented
by collective transport

New mobility model and public
space linked to funtional
Rehabilitation of expansión 
distric neigbourhoods

Chamberí ZONA 30



Re-concepción of main 
distribution roads section in 
the center town and the main 
axis of the peripheral districs

The 60s “one-way highways” will
take in the basic cyclist network
and buses lanes and platforms in
both directions.



Albufera Avenue

The Metro line closure due to the
Works on it, an opportunty to favor 
mobility through collective means of 
transport, first district axis withbus
priority and lane reduction in the
main activity axis of the distric.

A mesure that comes ahead of one of 
the strategic lines for “urban
regeneration”: public space
revitalization of peripheral distric “civic
axis”, less traffic and large space for
“greemn modes”.



Estrategia de Regeneración Urbana en Madrid

US
ER
A

Next Project in peripherical distric of “Urban regeneration”
Usera Green Axis: Madrid+Natural
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Next Project in peripherical distric of “Urban regeneration”
Usera Green Axis: Madrid+Natural



Imagen Anteproyecto

Pilote Project conception with climate change adaptation criteria.



Kiito-Thank you for your attention!
www.civitas.eu

Helping cities gain access 
to innovative solutions

CSA MG 5.5a Eccentric

Villa de Vallecas  A pedestrian friendly neighborhood

Car in the city? Its use creates dependency, free 
yourself! On foot and by bicycle, life is more healthy.

Town and infrastructure planning  for safety and urban quality for pedestrians. 
COST ACTION C6. European Commission. 2.001


